
TABS TO SEARCH
(Use tabs 1 - 5 for simplicity)

1. Hit Charts 
Current popular songs selected by customers at 
this location

2. New Song
Songs just updated into our system

3. Singer (Singer/Artist)  -Page 2.

4. Quick Selecting (Song Title) -Page 3.

5. Language
Song Title by Language categories - Refer

6. Song Type
Genres. CANNOT filter by language.

7. VIP Zone (Not in use)♫ Select (bottom left)
 HOME BUTTON / Main Menu

  System For Employee Use 
  Scene Change App background

  Ambience Cheer/Applause/Boo

  Tuning Change tone of Song

  Help (Not in use)

♪ Volume (-) to lower (+) to increase 

♪ Next Skips the current song

♪ Pause at anytime

♪ Repeat starts the song over

♪ Analog/Karaoke turn VOCALS on/off

♪ Mute Silence Song

♫ SELECTED (bottom right) (PLAYLIST) - Page 4.

HOME PAGE (SELECT - Bottom left)

Need HELP ???
 Use the Room Call Button 

located near the monitor 
or on the wall. 



Q & A

1. How do I find English Speaking Artists?
Select US/UK as your region. 

2. How do I search for a name? 
Select the ABC tab on the right. It will spell in 
the search bar. Use BACK as backspace and 
EXIT to close the keyboard.

3. Why can’t I find the artist?
Make sure you are in the correct folder Singer 
-> Country and check the spelling. We may not 
have the artist, but it is very possible that we 
have their songs. To find songs by title, refer to 
QUICK SELECTING - Page 3. 

4. Where did my selected songs go? 
The songs selected will be added to your 
Playlist ♫ SELECTED (bottom right) 

5. How do I play my song? 
The song selected will automatically be added 
to the que. To rearrange the list, refer to 
PLAYLIST - Page 4. Hit NEXT to skip to the next 
song on your playlist. 

Browsing by 
♫ Male 
Select the MALE icon
♫ Female
Select the FEMALE icon 
♫ Group
Select the GROUP icon

SELECTING SINGER/ARTIST (Tab 3 - Singer)

♫ Pages  (example: 1 of 515 pages)
● Popular artists show up first
● Use the LEFT or RIGHT arrow 

buttons to scroll. 
● Drag the scroll bar in the 

center.
● Touch/swipe the cards left or 

right. (Not Recommended)



SELECTING SONG TITLE (TAB 4 - Quick Selecting) Tips for finding song titles
● The search keyboard will automatically pop up. 

You can minimize it by pressing Exit. To 
reopen, tap the ABC box. 

● Confirm the  spelling in the SEARCH BAR. 

● BACK - Backspace

● EMPTY  - To Clear Search

● There is no need for spaces between words

● Typing any part of the song title will populate 
all songs with those letters. You may not need 
to type all the words. 

● Selecting the numbers will filter the search 
results by # of words in the song title. 

● To search for numbers, just spell them out.

● SHORTCUT: If you see an artist you like in this 
menu, you can select the A button to open 
that artist’s songs. 

 

Need to know
● MTV shows the real music videos from the artist with 

optional vocals. Use ANALOG/KARAOKE to toggle on/off.

● Song titles in ALL CAPS may not have any lead vocals. 

● Anima(tion) and Plot will show generic artwork or 
sceneries with no vocals, or background vocals only. 



PLAYLIST (Selected - Bottom right) Playlist Controls

● Access the PLAYLIST by tapping 
♫ SELECTED (bottom right) 

● Current Song playing is displayed with the at 
the top 
Ex: “Being broadcast: Misery - Maroon 5” 

● There can be multiple pages of your playlist, 
use PREVIOUS or NEXT to view. 
Ex:  1 / 2  (1 of 2 pages)

● Rearrange the list by using
 (TOP) to send that song to the TOP
 or UP and DOWN respectively

● To DELETE a song, use the X Button

● Close the playlist menu by tapping
 ♫ SELECTED (bottom right) again or the 
large X button on top

Cool Features
● SHORTCUT: If you see an artist you like in this menu, you 

can select the A button to open that artist’s songs. 

● MTV shows the real music videos from the artist with 
optional vocals. Use ANALOG/KARAOKE to toggle on/off.

● Tapping the VIDEO  will make it fullscreen on the monitor. 


